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l. Answer all questions, each in a word or a maximum of 30 words.

Max. Marks : 80

1 What is bleed?

2. What do you mean by style book?

3. Explain the concept, split edition.

4. Write on the aspect of periodicity of magazines.

5. What do you mean by papatazzi?

6. Write on the etymology of the word, 'magazine'.

7. Give names of three weekly English news magazines in lndia.

8. What do you mean by a literary magazine?

9. What do you mean by E-zine?

10' write a thumb-nail sketch on vinod Mehta 
(10 x 1 = 10 Marks)
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ll. Write short notes, each not exceeding 60 words, on any eight of the following.

11. Info graphics.

12. Write on a small note on 'column'.

13. Write a note on travel magazines in Malayalam.

14. Explain the significance of magazines in lndia with examples.

'15. What do you mean by an in-house magazine?

16. Explain magazine specialization.

17. The importance of interviews in magazine journalism.

18. What are the things needed to be considered when jesign a magazine?

'19. Explain the infotainment value of children's magazines in Malayalam.

20. What do you mean by photo essay?

21. How does a magazine different from a newspaper?

22. What do you mean by typography?

(8xZ=16Marks)

lll. Write short essays, each nol exceeding 120 words, on any six ofthg following.

23. What are the qualities of a magazine journalist? Explain.

24. Write on lhe importance of photographs in magazines. What are the major photo

editing techniques? Explain.

25. What are the different types of feature stories that ,pp""i in a general interest
magazine? Explain.
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26. What are the different writing styles? Explain in relation to magazine journalism.

27. "Magazines are the most advertising friendly medium". Explain,

28. What do you mean by subscription live?

29. How writing in magazine is different from writing in newspapei? Explain.

30. What are the challenges faced by magazine journalism today?

31. Write a note on the new trends in magazine .iournalism.

(6x4=24Marks)

lV. Write long essays, on any two of the following.

32. How does technology affect the printing style of magazines? Explain. Also write
on the role of new media and its relationship with magazine journalism.

33. Criticatly evaluate any one of the regutar columns in an English news magazine.

34. Write a detailed profile on any one of the following personalities

(a) P.V. Sindhu.

(b) Joshy, Veteran Malayalam film director

(c) Am;thabh Bachan

(d) Sushama Swaraj.

35. Write a detailed note on different types on magazines wlth examples.

. (2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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